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ABSTRACT 
 
Marathi is a verb-final language with a relatively free word order. Complex Sentences is one of the major 

types of sentences which are used commonly in any language. This paper explores the study of complex 

sentence structure of Marathi language. The paper proposes various links of complex sentence clauses and 

modelling of the complex sentences using proposed links in the Link Grammar Framework for parsing 

purpose. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 
Link Grammar is a formal grammatical system defined on the basis of natural language property 

which states that if arcs are drawn connecting each pair of words that relate to each other, then the 

arcs will not cross [16]. This property is called as planarity. A parsing system has been developed 

to capture many phenomenon of English grammar by providing roughly seven hundred 

definitions that includes the word of the language and their linking requirements and an algorithm 

[6] for parsing sentences according to the given grammar.  

 

A given sentence is accepted by a system if the linking requirements of all the words in a 

sentence are satisfied (connectivity property), none of the links between the words cross each 

other (planarity property) and there exists at most one link between any pair of words (exclusion 

property). 

 

Parsed output is very fundamental requirement for natural language processing (NLP) 

applications like Information retrieval, Information extraction, Question Answering,  etc. 

especially in Machine translation [17]. Indian languages are resource deficient languages as it 

does have very limited electronically managed tools like morphological analyzer, part of Speech 

tagger, parser etc. Marathi language is also not an exception however since last decade there are 

numerous efforts has been witnessed among this we have gone through [3, 4, 5, 12, 13, 14, 15]. 

Our proposed Marathi link Grammar parser is one attempt to develop such tools which will be 

helpful in various applications wherever it suits better.  Following figure will give quick glimpse 

of our proposed system. 
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Figure 1 Block Diagram of Proposed Marathi Link Grammar Parser 

 
Our proposed Marathi link grammar parser is rule based parsing system which contains link 

database, the handcrafted rules and an algorithm to get parsed output if one exists. So far by 

studying Marathi noun phrases, verb phrases and subject/object to verb agreement we have 

proposed 31 links [8, 9, 10].  Based on computational Panini grammar [1] we proposed Karaka 

links [11] which defines the relation between nominal words with verb of a sentence summarized 

in table1. Karka relations are the relations of nominal that participate in the action specified by 

the particular verb mentioned in the sentence. Links between any pair of words gives the 

functional association between that pair of words. For eg consider the sentence “Ram aamba 

khato (  : Ram eats mango)” by our proposed system links between words will be 

established between verbkarta and verbKarma as sentence consists it. Hence Ka_karta link 

will be established on khato : eats  and Raam  : proper Noun and Ka_karma link will 

be established on khato : eats  and aamba : Mango  word pairs.  

 
Table 1: Karaka and its links 

 

Karaka Link  Functionality 

Karta Ka_Karta Verb to Subject 

Karma Ka_Karma Verb to Object 

Karan Ka_karna Verb to Instrument of the Activity 

Adhikarna Ka_Adhikarna Verb to time and place of the activity 

Aapadan Ka_Aapadan Verb to word which gives separation meaning 

Sampradan Ka_Sampradan Verb to word which gives donation meaning 

 
The task of our system is building links by judging each individual word‟s role in the sentence. A 

system gets complete linkage if it satisfies all the rules laid as per link grammar framework i.e. 

Planarity, Connectivity and Exclusion.  
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2. COMPOUND SENTENCES IN MARATHI 
 
In Marathi language, coordination is of two type sentence coordination and constituent 

coordination [2][7]. There are three major coordinators namely Conjunctives, Disjunctive and 

Adversative.  

2.1. Sentence Coordination 

 

Any number of sentences can be coordinated with “aani”  : and  which is always placed 

before the last conjunct. In a sequence of more than two sentences, all preceding sentences before 

the last are simply juxtaposed as given in following example: 

 

Ex 1: babu aala aani lili ghari geli 

 : Babu left and Lili came home  

Ex 2:babu aala, lili ghari geli aani lagech minila phone kela.  

 

 : babu left, Lili came home and 

immediately phoned Mini  

Sentence coordination is used to express various semantic distinctions such as contrast, 

contingence, sequential events and even casual connections. 

 

2.2 Constituent/word level Coordination 
 

Various parts of speech can be coordinated at constituent level. Nouns of all categories may be 

coordinated. Pronouns, adjectives, adverbs and active and passive verbs can also be coordinated. 

While coordinating within a sentence part of speech follows certain agreement rules on the 

conjoining category. Following are few examples on constituent level coordination, 

 

Ex 3: Noun (Subject) Coordination 

lili sudha aani mini gharat hotya.  

 : Lili, Sudha and Mini were in the house   

Ex 4: Noun (object) Coordination  

liliNe aambe keli aani peru khalle 

 : Lili ate mangoes, bananas and guavas   

Ex 5: pronoun coordination 

mi aani tu udya baget jau  

 : I and you will go in the garden tomorrow  

Ex 6: Adjective Coordination 

lili jara bavali aani vedi aahe  

 : Lili is a little bit disorderly and crazy  

Ex 7: Adverb Coordination 

lili halu halu aani mand swarat bolate  

 : Lili speaks slowly and in a low voice  

Ex 8: verb coordination 

chor kholit shirala aani lagech pakadala gela  : 

Thief entered the room and was immediately caught  
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2.3 Conjunctive Coordination  

 

The basic conjunctive coordinator is “aani”  : and  with alternates such as wa  : and , 

ankhi  : and , aankhin  : and , aanik  : and , an  : and . The first 

alternate i.e. wa is a perso-Arabic borrowing. It is used mostly in literary styles however; its 

use is increasing in Modern Marathi. The rest are used in conversational speech. All examples 

mentioned in section 2.1 and 2.2 are confined to conjunctive coordinator “aani” . 

 

2.4 Disjunctive structures  

 

There are three disjunctives, kinva  :or , ka/ki  : gives meaning of or and athava

 : or  all expressing the sense of „or‟. The first, kinva  : or  is prevalent. The second, 

ka/ki  : gives meaning of or is used in interrogatives and in subordinate clauses 

expressing the sense of „whether‟. The last is confined to the formal language. In both sentence 

and constituent coordination kinva  : or  is placed immediately before the last sentence or 

constituent as the case may be. It may also appear before each sentence or sentential constituent. 

It is never placed in the beginning of the first sentence or first sentence constituent. Although 

kinva  : or  allows a juxtaposed sequence like aani : and , unlike aani : and  it 

may however not be totally absent from the sequence. The last placement of kinva : or  is 

obligatory. Following is one example,  

 

Ex 9: lili ghari geli asel kinva baget basali asel.  

 : Lili may have gone home or she may be 

sitting in the garden  

 

2.5 Adversative Structures 
 

The three adversative coordinators pan  : but , parantu  : but and tathapi  : 

but  expressing the sense of „but‟ are semantically identical except in their usage. The last one is 

used mostly in formal contexts. The first two are nearly exchangeable. Adversative conjunctions 

encode a contrast with various semantic implications, for example 

 

Ex 10: lili hushar aahe pan abhyas karat nahi 

 : Lili is intelligent but does not study  

 

3. DEVELOPING LINKS FOR MARATHI COMPOUND SENTENCES  

 
We have adopted two level linking schemes specifically considering complex sentences and 

compound sentences. The challenge in dealing such sentences is crossing of the links. Crossing of 

the links occurs due to violating planarity rule which states that links drawn between two words 

shall not cross any other link connecting any pair of words. Planarity cannot always be preserved 

in free word order languages. Considering Marathi compound sentences, we observed that 

coordination either sentential coordination or constituent coordination is used majorly.  
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In two level linking the compound sentences are split in two levels. The upper level deals with 

coordinators encountered in a sentence to be parsed and lower level deals with the inner clause 

placed before any coordinators. We have proposed various link types for compound sentences 

based on their functionality. These functional link names helps in identifying the roles it is 

playing linking between two distinct sentences or constituents. Following diagram illustrates two 

level linking scheme, 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 2  Two level linking in compound sentence 

 

The links proposed to connect sentential and constituent structures are summarized in a table 

below followed by brief description of each identified structure with an illustration, 

 
Table 2: Proposed Links for Complex Sentence structures 

 

Sr No Link Name Functionality of link 

1 SeCC Sentence to Conjunctive Coordinator  

2 CCSe Conjunctive Coordinator to Sentence 

3 SeDC Sentence to Disjunctive Coordinator 

4 DCSe Disjunctive Coordinator to Sentence 

5 SeAC Sentence to Adversative Coordinator 

6 ACSe Adversative Coordinator to Sentence 

7 SCC Subject to Conjunctive Coordinator 

8 CCS Conjunctive Coordinator to Subject 

9 OCC Object  to Conjunctive Coordinator 

10 CCO Conjunctive Coordinator to Object 

11 AjCC Adjective to Conjunctive Coordinator 

12 CCAj Conjunctive Coordinator to Adjective 

13 AvCC Adverb to Conjunctive Coordinator 

14 CCAv Conjunctive Coordinator to Adverb 

15 SDC Subject to Disjunctive Coordinator 

16 DCS Disjunctive Coordinator to Subject 

17 ODC Object to Disjunctive Coordinator 

18 DCO Disjunctive Coordinator to Object 

19 AjDC Adjective to Disjunctive Coordinator 

20 DCAj Disjunctive Coordinator to Adjective 

21 AvDC Adverb to Disjunctive Coordinator 

22 DCAv Disjunctive Coordinator to Adverb 

 

SeCC CCSe 

babu aala 

Ka_karta 

lili ghari 

babu aala aani 

geli 

Ka_karta 

lili ghari geli 

 

Ka_adhikaran 
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3.1. CO1 
 

The structure identified in following figure is two sentences coordinated with conjunctive 

coordinator “aani” ( ). In this structure links proposed to connect sentence 1 to conjunctive 

coordinator is SeCC and from conjunctive coordinator to sentence 2 it is CCSe.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3 Compound sentence structures 1 

 

3.2. CO2 

 
In this structure of compound sentence two separate sentences are connected with Disjunctive 

Coordinator “kinva” . The links proposed to connect sentence 1 to disjunctive coordinator 

is SeDC and DCSe link is proposed to connect disjunctive coordinator to sentence 2. 

 

 
 

 

      
  Figure 4 Compound Sentence structure 2 

 

3.3 CO3  
 

The following figure shows the compound sentence structure 3 in which sentence 1 is connected 

with sentence 2 with an Adversative coordinator “pan”( ). Links proposed to connect it are 

sentence 1 to adversative connector is SeAC and adversative connector to sentence 2 is ACSe. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5 Compound sentence structure 3 

 

3.4 CO4, CO5, CO6 and CO7 
 

In Constituent coordination subject, object, adjective and adverb can be connected together in a 

sentence. In this category of coordination such constituent or word level coordination is 

connected with conjunctive coordinator. Following figure shows these structures, 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Compound sentence structure 4: subject coordination with Conjunctive 
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pan Sent 2 
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aani Subject 2 
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Figure 7 Compound sentence structure 5; Object coordination with Conjunctive 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8 Compound sentence structure 6; Adjective coordination with Conjunctive 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9 Compound sentence structure 7; Adverb coordination with Conjunctive 

 

3.5 CO8, CO9, CO10 and CO11  

 
As discussed in above section constituent coordination subject, object, adjective and adverb 

builds links with disjunctive coordinator too, which is illustrated in following figure  

 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Compound sentence structure 8; Subject coordination with Disjunctive 
 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 11: Compound sentence structure 9; Object coordination with Disjunctive 
 

 
 

 

 
Figure 12: Compound sentence structure 10; Adjective coordination with Disjunctive 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13: Compound sentence structure 11; Adverb coordination with Disjunctive 
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We have modelled compound sentences in the form of possible valid linkage and proposed 

various links to connect the sentential and constituent structures in appropriate way. Our system 

identifies 11 such compound sentence structures.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 
In this paper we have proposed links for compound sentence structure of Marathi language in 

Link Grammar framework. By studying compound sentence structure of Marathi language, links 

were developed to build connection on the sentential and constituent level. Total 22 new links are 

proposed. More such structures will be studied and links will be developed by using this 

framework.  
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